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Abstract A bewildering number of proposals have of-
fered solutions to the privacy problems inherent in RFID
communication. This article tries to give an overview of
the currently discussed approaches and their attributes.
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1 Introduction

A July 2007 search for articles on RFID privacy and
security in Google Scholar yields over 380 titles (184 ti-
tles mention RFID and privacy, but not security ; 135
mention RFID and security, but not privacy ; 67 men-
tion all three keywords), while Gildas Avoine’s manually
maintained RFID Security & Privacy Bibliography [2]
still lists as many as 175 publications on this topic since
2003. There certainly seems to be no shortage of schol-
arly work in this area, yet a “solution” to these problems
remains elusive. A June 2007 EU policy document [11]
states that “effective action is needed so Europeans can
trust that the various applications of RFID and related
technologies are as safe, secure and privacy-friendly as
they possibly can be.”

Why is the seemingly simple problem of securing the
readout of a relatively short numeric identification code
still unsolved? What issues still need to be address before
“safe, secure and privacy-friendly” RFID tags have be-
come a reality? This article attempts to summarize the
existing body of knowledge and identify the issues and
shortcomings of today’s proposals.

2 Uses and Threats

One problem that prevents a silver-bullet solution cer-
tainly is the wide range of applications and technology
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that the generic term “RFID” comprises. Want [41] pro-
vides an excellent overview of the various uses and tech-
nologies; Juels [22] offers valuable insights on the security
and privacy implications of this. For the purpose of this
article, we will focus on low-cost, battery-less (passive)
systems, as these will most likely have the biggest im-
pact on consumer privacy, due to their potentially large
numbers and low computational resources.

The basic feature of an RFID system is the automatic
identification of items [29]. In its simplest form, such
identification can be binary, e.g., paid or not paid, useful
for alerting. Modern tags allow hundreds of bits to be
used for such an ID, and standardization bodies such as
EPCglobal and GS1 have devices formats that allow for
the automatic resolution of these IDs into product infor-
mation. With multiple readers deployed, even unresolved
IDs can still offer monitoring capabilities by tracking the
movements of an item, e.g., goods in a manufacturing
process. In contrast to bar codes, RFID tags can addi-
tionally offer on-chip computation, thus supporting cryp-
tographic protocols for authentication. Especially rele-
vant for privacy is the fact that these function can be
accessed without a line-of-sight, i.e., both reader and tag
can be completely hidden from view, making it difficult,
if not impossible, to be aware of such a process taking
place.

These four RFID use cases – alerting, monitoring,
identification, and authentication – each can be sub-
verted by a specific type of attack, which we will describe
in the following subsections.

2.1 Authentication and Counterfeiting

RFID technology has its roots in the “identify friend or
foe” (IFF) systems for fighter planes in the second world
war [38], where non-forgeable identities were vital. To-
day, RFID-based smart-cards are already in widespread
use as payment and travel systems (e.g., the Japanese
SUICA card or the Octopus card in Hong Kong), access
control systems (such as skipasses or car immobilizers),
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and most recently as national and international identifi-
cation documents. Efforts are also underway to use RFID
tags to fight product counterfeiting [39], in particular for
medical drugs and luxury items such as watches. In all
cases, it is imperative that the authenticity of the RFID
tag cannot be compromised.

While the mere use of RFID chips already compli-
cates the process of creating forged items, the widespread
availability of writable or even reprogrammable tags means
that the use of RFID alone does not offer enough pro-
tection from determined counterfeiters. Westhues [43]
built what is practically an “RFID tape recorder”, which
could record and play back replies from many commer-
cial RFID-based access control systems. Consequently,
tags and readers usually share a common secret and em-
ploy a challenge-response protocol to verify each other’s
knowledge of the secret. Challenge-response protocols
are a well-known problem in security literature, and many
strong solutions exist. The particular challenge of RFID
lies both in the low computational power of the tags, as
well as their susceptabilty to physical attacks, implying
that RFID solutions must be both of low complexity and
resistant to pyhsical memory analysis [42].

While forged RFID tags certainly represent a security
problem, they are not in the focus of RFID privacy con-
cerns. Forged reader authentications, however, are much
more relevant, as the next section will show.

2.2 Identification and Sniffing

The core RFID privacy problem is that of unauthorized
tag readout: with the help of wireless communication,
third parties can in principle read the tags of personal
items from large distances, and without any indication
that such a readout is taking place. Controlling access to
tag data is thus of prime importance.

By default, most RFID tags are indiscriminate: upon
entering a sufficiently powered reader field, they will re-
ply to any well-formed reader request with their full ID.
With standardized ID formats, such as EPCglobal’s tag
data specification [10], this ID can be resolved into a
particular tag issues, a manufacturer, a product name,
and even a serial number. A typical concern is thus that
“chatty” RFID tags disclose the posession of certain per-
sonal items normally hidden from view, e.g., the brand of
underwear one is wearing, the presence of a wig or hip re-
placement, or even a particular medicine one is carrying
[29]. When in 2003 the European Central Bank consid-
ered the use of RFID tags in Banknotes [32], criminal
scenarios quickly surfaced in which clever robbers would
screen their victims first in order to assess the amount of
cash carried. Similar concerns surround the use of RFID
in travel documents, where a chatty passport might dis-
close the citizenship of its bearer and thus allow the con-
struction of “smart bombs” that would only blow up if
a worthwile target passes by.

Clearly, this act of sniffing out the data on an RFID
tag can only be prevented if tags disclose their identitiy
only to authorized readers, i.e., those that are under the
control of the item owner or another authorized party.
Authenticating readers, or more generally speaking, the
interrogating party, is thus the primary technical issue
for RFID privacy. Note that care must be taken that
an unauthorized party could not simply listen in to an
unsecured communication between a tag and a legitimate
reader.

2.3 Monitoring and Tracking

It is important to realize that privacy can also be vio-
lated without actually identifying individual items. Once
a specific tag or a set of tags can be associated with
a particular person, the mere presence of this tag in
a particular reader field already implies a (most likely
unwanted) location disclosure. Combining several such
sightings across multiple logs can easily track a person
over longer periods of time. The fact that RFID tags are
typically unique excerbates the problem, yet Weis [42]
already noted that even non-unique IDs can uniquely
identify a person by virtue of the particular constella-
tion they are carried in.

It is thus not sufficient to simply scramble an ID
to prevent the identification of an item – tags must ei-
ther frequently update their ID in a non-predictable (and
preferably non-traceable) manner, or remain completely
silent upon inquiries from illegitimate readers. The lat-
ter approach, while intuitively appealing, is difficult in
practice: in order to prove its authenticity to a particu-
lar tag, a reader would need to know which tag to prove
it to (i.e., which secret to use in the authentication algo-
rithm). Without some sort of initial reply from the tag,
this is difficult.1

2.4 Alerting and Denial of Service

In its simplest form, an RFID tag simply announces its
presence, e.g., to an anti-theft gate in a bookstore. Sold
items get their embedded RFID tag killed at checkout so
that only unpaid items will be detected.

To completely alleviate privacy concerns of RFID
tags, a irreversible tag deactivation is necessary. Current
industry protocols like EPCglobal’s Class-1 Gen-2 [9] al-
ready require compliant tags to offer a Kill-command
that completely silences the tag once issued. As post-
sales benefits of tagged items increase (e.g., smart wash-
ing machines or RFID-enabled returns), however, per-
manently disabling tags might force the consumer to

1 The alternative of using the same secret for all of its tags
typically lowers the strength of the authentication algorithm
significantly.
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choose between privacy and convenience. Temporary si-
lencing a tag (e.g., only between the supermarket to
the home, where it can be reactivated) might improve
this, yet incurs high password management costs [21],
as reactivation must necessarily be restricted to autho-
rized readers only. Such credentials would need to be
passed on from vendor to consumer, and potentially fur-
ther on to other family members or friends, for whom a
certain item might have been bought – a technical feat
that would require practically all point-of-sale-systems
to seamlessly exchange such data with just about any
personal electronic device (e.g., a mobile phone or wire-
less smart card), and in turn with the plethora of home-
installed RFID systems and readers out there. Assuming,
of course, that all consumers would carry and use such
an electronic device in the first place.

Tag silencing offers significant privacy gains, yet it
directly conflicts with many commercial security con-
cerns, such as theft. A simple aluminum-foil lined bag
is often enough to hide tagged items in there, a per-
sonal jamming device that prevents readers from “com-
ing through” might work equally well.

3 Privacy Issues and Options

Westin defines privacy as “the claim of individuals . . . to
determine for themselves when, how, and to what extend
information about them is communicated to others” [44].
Sniffing and tracking RFID tags thus violates this con-
trol, whether it involves actual data disclosure (in the
form of meaningful IDs) or simply presence indication
(through meaningless but trackable IDs).

Short of killing tags at checkout, only two technical
options remain:

– Encrypting, Rewriting: Tag data is rendered mean-
ingless to unauthorized readers. In order to prevent
tracking, even meaningless data must be updated pe-
riodically.

– Hiding, Blocking: Tags are effectively silenced, either
by jamming the radio channel or by having them re-
ply only to readers that present proper credentials.

The following sections will discuss the various solu-
tions discussed in the literature, with a particular focus
on deployment: If a solution requires costly rewritable
tags, or even the implementation of special crypto cir-
cuitry, the odds of a large scale deployment of this ap-
proach diminish rapidly. Solutions that can be readily
implemented on standard EPCglobal-conformant tags are
particularly appealing. Also the operational costs, i.e.,
the required infrastructure for both vendors and con-
sumers, and the individual effort for using the system,
must be taken into account.

3.1 Hiding and Blocking

Karjoth and Moskowitz [26] propose to physically clip
tags at checkout, using perforated tear-off antennas. Tags
remain functional, yet their range is effectively reduced
to few centimeters. While the technology has been com-
mercially licensed [40], its applicability is limited to items
with non-embedded tags. A proposal by Inoue and Ya-
suura [19] suggests the use of two tags, with one tag
holding the unique serial number being peeled away at
purchase time, effectively reducing the granularity of the
identification.2 A number of vendors such as Emvelope
Inc.3 have begun selling aluminimum lined wallets and
pouches for keeping RFID-enabled credit cards and pass-
ports safe from unwanted readouts.

For items that do not fit in pouches nor have de-
tachable labels, Juels et al. [24] proposed the so-called
blocker-tag, a simple RFID tag that overloads a reader’s
anti-collission protocol by answering to every single read
request with a jammed signal. While the blocker-tag
could be manufactured cheaply (as it is more or less a
particularly programmed RFID tag), its operation de-
pends greatly on its orientation: if misaligned, it could
cease operating due to lack of power from a reader’s field
and thus expose all of its blocked tags.

Rieback et al. [37] also point out that differential
signal analysis could differentiate between blocker-tag-
only jamming signals and those were both a blocker-
tag and a real tag reply. They instead propose a bat-
tery powered device, the RFID Guardian [36], which not
only produces a randomly modulated jamming signal,
but also allows the user to upload access control lists
indicating which party can perform what operation on
which tags.4 Sanjay Sarma, co-founder of MIT’s Auto-
ID center, has proposed a similar device called the Vin-
dictive Sentinel, albeit with a simpler configuration: all
valid readers would be registered and all others would be
blocked completely.5

3.2 Rewriting and Encryption

Encryption is often seen as the obvious solution for se-
curely controlling access to one’s tags. Juels rightly refers
to this as “siren song of encryption” [21]: This is be-
cause many proposals ignore the practical problems of
key management, i.e., how the required keys for hun-
dreds of mundane objects such as underwear, DVD-cases,

2 Note that such items could still be traceable as particular
constellations [42].

3 See www.emvelope.com
4 To allow for selective jamming, the RFID Guardian re-

quires the use of a deterministic protocol like ISO-15693,
where tags reply in a pre-defined timeslot (based on their
ID) to reader requests.

5 See slides of his invited talk at events.iaik.tugraz.at/
RFIDSec06/Program/
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chewing gum packs, or soft drinks could possibly be se-
curely and reliably exchanged between stores and their
customers, as well as consumers and their friends and
families. Consequently, encryption might only work well
in controlled systems such as payment cards and identi-
fication systems, not with cheap everyday artifacts.

In its simplest form, cryptographically controlled ac-
cess was first proposed by Weis et al. [42] in the form of
hash locks : tag data is only released if the correct key is
given, which is stored in hashed form directly on the tag.
This hash value can be read out by any reader, yet only
authorized ones would be able to look up the tag’s key
in a database of key-hash pairs. Tags would be able to
verify a key using an integrated hash function that com-
parse the key hash with the stored hash value. While
this protects the actual data on the tag, Weis at al. real-
ized that a static hash value would still be traceable, and
thus proposed an extension using random values: Instead
of simply sending their static hash value, tags choose a
random value r and send the pair (r, h(ID||r)) to the
reader, prompting the reader to brute-force its inventory
for any ID that matches the given hash if concatenated
with r [42].

Using randomized hash locks prevents readers from
tracking an unknown item, yet it also complicates the
reader’s search for the correct key. In practice, Weis et
al.’s scheme requires readers to lineraly search through
its list of tags. Many proposals exist to avoid such brute-
force searches, while keeping the untraceability property
of seemingly random tag replies. The general idea is to
keep a counter on both the tag and the reader loosely in
sync, and including this value in tag replies. The reader
can then keep a few possible tag values for each tag, and
update its database whenever it successfully identified a
tag. One of the first such proposals was by Ohkubo et al.
[35], who proposed to use hash-chains and precompute
m such tag outputs in a look-up table. By limiting the
length of hash-chains to m, readers could store those ef-
ficiently. While this scheme provides forward security,6
it is vulnerable to replay attacks [3]. Henrici and Müller
[17] use a ∆c in each tag that counts the read attempts
since the last successful reader authentication. Sending
∆c to readers eliminates the vulnerability of the Ohkubo
scheme to replay attacks, without hampering quick au-
thentication. Malicious readers may artificially inflate ∆c
and thus be able to track a tag. Dimitriou [7] uses mu-
tual authentication of both tags and readers to limit ID
updating, thus keeping both readers and tags always in
perfect synchronization. If no authorized reader updates
the tag value, however, its value stays constant and can
thus be tracked again.

A different approach is followed by Molnar and Wag-
ner [34], who propose a tree-based approach: Tags hold
not a single key, but a set of keys arranged in a tree.
Each tag stores all keys of a single particular path in

6 Forward security means that a compromised tag does not
disclose the entire history of tag sightings.

the tree, with authorized readers knowing all keys in the
tree. The reader can then use a challenge-response pro-
tocol to step through the tree from its root to the leaves,
checking whether the tag in question contains a key, e.g.,
in the left or the right part of the tree (in case of a bi-
nary tree). This scheme has logarithmic lookup proper-
ties, but at the expense of security, as tags share large
parts of the keyspace: if one or more tag-secrets are com-
promised, the security of the remaining tags is affected.
This general idea has since been extended by Buttyan et
al. [4], Dimitriou [8], and Lu et al. [31], yet tree-based ap-
proaches typically lack key-updating, due to their shared
keyspace.

A large body of work is also concerned with low-
ering the requirements for cryptographic functions im-
plemented on RFID hardware, such as the the HB+-
protocol by Juels and Weis [25], or the work by Feld-
hofer et al. [12] on using AES. Some researchers target
the limited hardware capabilities of standard EPCgloabl-
tags, providing algorithms that only rely on simple XOR
operations [27] or the presence of a random number gen-
erator [5].

3.3 Keyless Approaches

As an alternative to blocking and encryption approaches,
Fishkin et al. [13] proposed the use of signal strength-
measurements directly on the tag, in order to assess the
distance between a tag and its reader. Following the gen-
eral principle of “distance implies distrust”, the authors
propose several disclosure levels: no replies to far away
readers, presence (e.g., a single bit) to closer ones, prod-
uct IDs for close-by readers, and unique serial for near
contact. While elegant in principle, both the problem
of performing reliable measurements on low-cost RFID
hardware, as well as the difficult predictability of the
disclosure policy (how close is “very close”?) render the
proposal difficult in practice.

Juels [20] points out that typical attack models need
to be significantly relaxed in real-world RFID environ-
ments, as adversaries typically do not have 24/7-access
to a tag, but rather minutes or seconds. Juels argues that
a simple list of pseudonyms that cycles to a new ID upon
every read request might be sufficient in many cases. By
limiting the number of IDs that can be read out, an at-
tacker has a much lower probability of re-encountering an
ID, while at the same time not being able to resolve the
(random) pseudonym. While certainly cheap to imple-
ment on a tag, Juels’ scheme still requires the exchange
of lookup tables to allow legitimate readers the resolv-
ing of pseudonyms. Langheinrich and Marti [30] extend
Juels “minimalist cryptography” with bit-throttling and
shared secrets, effectively wrapping the tag data into sev-
eral encryption layers that require continuous read access
for significant amounts of time. At the same time, how-
ever, legitimate owners are able to use simple caching
strategies to identify their items instantaneously.
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3.4 Policy

Many authors have noted that RFID reading does not
happen in a legal vacuum. Readers are physical devices
that emit significant amounts of radiation – attacks on
RFID tags are thus much more difficult to hide than,
say, server attacks on the Internet.

Floerkemeier et al. [14] propose the use of “trans-
parency protocols” within RFID standards, requiring read-
ers to explicitly state their operators, data collectors, col-
lection purpose, and data recipients. This would at the
very least allow consumer interest groups and privacy
commissioners to inspect and verify the proper operation
of such systems. In addition, interested users might carry
personal devices able to read such statements (so-called
“watchdog tags”) and keep personal data disclosure logs
or even control access to personal tags. A similar ap-
proach is proposed by Juels and Brainard [23], who call
this device a tag privacy agent (TaPA). Molnar et al.
[33] propose to build reader devices around a trusted
computing module and thus receive an auditable attes-
tation about the proper functioning of each reader.

4 Summary and Outlook

Much work in RFID privacy is concerned with secure
and efficient cryptographic algorithms. This, however,
does only address a fraction of the issues encountered
in real-world RFID system. As most of today’s propos-
als require a shared secret between readers and tags, they
are difficult to deploy in a general consumer setting.7

In order to “solve” the privacy problem for the count-
less smart shopping scenarios, much more is needed than
a cryptographic protocol. Unless key management is sig-
nificantly simplified, only keyless approaches seem to
stand a chance of success. Similarly, any such solution
requires strong regulatory support, either in the form of
active self-regulation [15] or effective legal enforcement
of existing laws [6]. Last but not least, the scope of the
envisioned data collections will most certainly require
equally large efforts in areas of privacy databases [1] and
profile management [28] to be complete.
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